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Resonant electronic Raman scattering in high-Tc superconductors
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Resonant properties of Raman scattering in the superconducting state of high-Tc cuprates are considered. It
is shown that the resonance between the incident light and the electronic interband transitions strongly influ-
ences the relative intensities and shapes of the Raman spectra measured in different scattering polarizations.
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A Raman experiment measures the spectral density of
scattered light as a function of the shift between the frequ
cies of the incident (v) and scattered (v2V) photons, aris-
ing due to the excitation of a quasiparticle. Since the in
action between matter and light depends onv, the
probability of the excitation beingv dependent increase
when the light is in resonance with electronic interband tr
sitions. Phonon Raman scattering in high-Tc cuprates clearly
demonstrates resonant behavior1 both above and belowTc .
Below Tc the Raman continuum of electronic excitatio
shows wide peaks, arising due to the Cooper pair-break
Raman process.2–6 Different maxima positions in differen
scattering polarizations are a manifestation of the anisotro
superconducting gap. At the same time, the shape and
maximum position of these peaks in Tl2Ba2CuO61d ,7

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O81d ,8 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Ref. 9! de-
pend onv. The part of the spectrum at\V;4000 cm21

shows resonances too.10 The electronic structure of the high
Tc cuprates reveals a high density of bands between 2 a
eV below the Fermi level,11 which are in resonance with th
light used in Raman experiments. These theoretical and
perimental observations support the importance of resona
effects. The investigation of the normal-state Raman sca
ing in YBa2Cu3O7 on the basis of first-principles
calculations12 revealed anv dependence of the continuum
Resonances in two-magnon scattering observed
YBa2Cu3O6

13 and PrBa2Cu3O7
14 were treated theoretically

by Chubukov and Frenkel, and by Morr and Chubukov.15

The background of the current understanding of Ram
scattering in BCS superconductors was established by A
kosov and Fal’kovskii,16 Tong and Maradudin,17 Tilley,18

Cuden,19 and Klein and Dierker.20 A theory of Raman scat
tering in d-wave-gap superconductors was proposed by
vereaux and Einzel.21 It was recognized that interband tra
sitions play an important role in forming the Raman mat
element~vertex!;19,22 however, no analysis of the resonanc
was given in these papers.

An unsolved problem relevant for the resonance is
intensity in the fully symmetricalA1g polarization. The re-
sponse to theA1g perturbation is diminished by screenin
while for other symmetries the effect of screening is negli
bly small.20,22 Therefore, a relatively weak Raman intens
in theA1g channel in comparison to others is expected, c
trary to the experimental observations.6 A solution of this
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controversy23 can be attributed to theA1g scattering by spin
fluctuations. Since the screening is directly related to
anisotropy of the Raman process matrix elementgk(v), the
ratio of the Raman intensities in different polarizations isv
dependent if the anisotropy ofgk(v) depends onv.

The purpose of this paper is to consider resonance eff
on the Raman peaks in adx22y2-gap superconductor. We wil
show that the experimentally observed intensity ratio in d
ferent polarizations can be explained by resonances. Be
we put\[1.

Since Raman scattering is a dissipation of the exter
perturbation due to the creation of excitations, the scatte
efficiency is proportional to the imaginary part of the Ram
susceptibilityxR

9 , given at temperatureT in the Matsubara
representation by

xR~ inn!52T tr(
m

E ĝ̃k~v!Ĝk~ ivm!ĝk* ~v!

3Ĝk~ ivm2 inn!
djdlF

~2p!2
. ~1!

g̃k(v) is the Raman vertex ‘‘dressed’’ by the interactio
within the system,vm5pT(2m11) andnn52pTn are the
fermionic and bosonic Matsubara frequencies, respectiv
and tr is the trace.j5k2kF , kF is the Fermi momentum
and dlF is the Fermi-line element. The Gor’kov-Namb
Green functionĜk( ivm) has the form

Ĝk~ ivm!52
i ṽmt̂01vFjt̂31Dkt̂1

ṽm
2 1vF

2j21Dk
2

, ~2!

wheret̂ i are the Pauli matrices,vF is the Fermi velocity, the
renormalized Matsubara frequencyṽm5vm1 i ((vm), with

((vm) being the self-energy, andĝ̃k(v)5g̃k(v) t̂3. As the
source of the self-energy we consider the scattering by sh
range impurities in thes channel with((vm) satisfying Dys-
on’s equation:24–26

( ~vm!5 i
JmG imp

cos2d01Jm
2 sin2d0

, Jm5E ṽm

Aṽm
2 1Dk

2

df

2p
,

~3!
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where we assumeDk5D0cos(2f), where D0 is the gap
maximum,G imp is the relaxation rate due to impurities,d0 is
the phase shift, andf is the angle betweenk counted from
the (p,p) point and thex axis. The screening can be take
into account within the random-phase approximation:

x̃R~ inn!5xgg* ~ inn!2
xg1~ inn!x1g* ~ inn!

x11~ inn!
, ~4!

wherexgg* ( inn), xg1( inn), x1g* ( inn), andx11( inn) are de-
termined by the right-hand side of Eq.~1! with one or both
vertices substituted by 1, and not renormalized by the C
lomb interaction. The analytical continuationinn→V1 i0
has to be done in Eq.~1!, which can be performed numer
cally with the Pade´ approximants.27 At T50 and G imp50,
Eq. ~1! yields the result for the polarizationsB1g (eIi x̂

1 ŷ,eSi x̂2 ŷ) andB2g (eIi x̂, eSi ŷ), whereeI (eS) is the po-
larization of the incident~scattered! light, andx̂ andŷ are the
crystal axes,20,21

xR9 ~V!5
NF

V
ReK ugk~v…Dku2

AV224uDk
2u L . ~5!

Here NF is the density of states at the Fermi level a
^•••& denotes averaging over the Fermi surface. In Eq.~5!
the B1g response diverges at 2D0 since xR9 (V→2D0)
; lnuV22D0u.

To model the resonant Raman scattering in the Cu2
plane we use the two-band approximation for the Ram
vertex:

gk
A1g~v!}~px,k

2 1py,k
2 !/~vk2v!,

gk
B1g~v!}~px,k

2 Àpy,k
2 !/~vk2v!, ~6!

gk
B2g~v!}2px,kpy,k /~vk2v!.

Herepx,k andpy,k are the components of the interband m
trix element of momentum between the initialEi(k) and the
final band states near the Fermi line, andvk5EF2Ei(k)
2 iGk is the interband distance taken at the Fermi line
cluding the broadeningGk . Typically, the damping of the
interband excitation is chosen to bek independent withG
50.1 eV.28 The momentum dependence ofgk(v) is due to
thek dependence ofpx,k andpy,k and the interband distanc
vk . A photon probes a region wherevk is close tov with an
enhanced efficiency.

To obtainvk and px,k ,py,k we employ the tight-binding
model, which includes Cu-O2~O3! hopping t51.1 eV,
O2-O3 hoppingt8520.40 eV, and zero energy differenc
between the Cu and O orbitals. The parameters chosen a
to model simultaneously the shape of the Fermi line and
resonant properties of Raman scattering. The Fermi leve
tersects the upper antibonding band. The nonbonding b
formed mainly by the oxygen orbitals is the initial sta
Ei(k), with the interband distanceEF2Ei(k) shown in Fig.
1. The photons withv'2.25 eV are in resonance with th
states near the gap maximum, while those withv'2.8 eV
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are in resonance with the states near the gap nodes.
components of the tight-binding wave functionuck&
5(hk

[Cu] ,hk
[O2] ,hk

[O3]) correspond to atomiclike orbitals. Th
matrix elements ofpk bilinear in hk were described in Ref
29. Figure 2 showsugk

2(v)u calculated for different polariza
tions and photon energies.

The results forxR
9 (V) in the unitary limit d05p/2 are

presented in Fig. 3. The parameterG imp was chosen to give a
reliable fit to the experimental data for theB1g peak, in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x (Tc589 K) obtained at v51.95 eV
with a very low noise/signal ratio.9 To get the low-frequency

FIG. 1. The interband distanceEF2Ei(k) and the probed re-
gions~shown in the inset! near the Fermi line. The regions near th
gap maximum~probed atv52.25 eV) and the gap nodes~probed
at v52.75 eV) are marked by the gray and white ellipses, resp
tively.

FIG. 2. ugk(v)u2 for different light polarizations and photon
energies. Photon energies~in eV! are indicated near the lines, th
lifetime is chosen to beG50.1 eV.
0-2
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slopexR
9 (V)/V and the width of the measured peak, one h

to assume a high relaxation rateG imp /D050.35. Figure 2
demonstrates thatxR

9 (V) strongly depends onv in all polar-
izations. Therefore a few conclusions can be drawn.

~i! The peak positionsV0 for the A1g (V0
A1g) and B2g

(V0
B2g) channels vary as 1.5D0, V0

A1g,2D0 and 1.3D0

,V0
B2g,2D0. The B1g maximum positionV0

B1g is robust
with respect tov since this polarization measures effective
the density of states of the pair-breaking excitations.V0

B1g is
larger than 2D0 due to the damping of the excitations.
maximum shift of ;0.1D0 from v52.7 eV to v
51.95 eV can be detected. At frequencies close to re
nance with the states near the gap maximumv
52.25 eV),V0

A1g, V0
B1g, andV0

B2g become close.30 TheB1g

peak is getting sharper under this condition.
~ii ! For the B1g spectra theV!D0 region is of special

interest since it is expected to clarify the gap symmetry. F
ure 2 shows that this part strongly depends onv. In the
unitary limit a crossover fromxR

9 ;V to xR
9 ; V3 behavior is

supposed to occur atV* ;AG impD0.24 The linear behavior a
V→0 arises due to a finite density of states;NFAG imp /D0
at zero excitation energy. If the states near the gap node

FIG. 3. Raman intensity for theA1g ,B1g ,B2g polarizations in
the unitary scattering limit. The photon energies~in eV! are indi-
cated near the lines andG50.1 eV. The insets show the weake
intensities for theB1g polarization and the strongest for theB2g one.
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in resonance with the interband transitions, the lo

frequency behavior ofxR
9 (V) and the position of the cross

over are determined by thek dependence of both, the ga
and the Raman vertex. This occurs whengk

B1g(v) is strongly
k dependent near the nodes in the interval of anglesuf
2p/4u< AG imp /D0. The angle near the Brillouin-zone~BZ!
diagonals, where the dependence of the Raman verte
weak, is of the order of AG/8W, where W
5vkuu(0,p)2vkuu(p,p) . Therefore, theV!D0 region becomes
sensitive to the details of the Raman vertex ifAG/W
,2AG imp /D0. When the resonance is achieved near the
tersection point of the BZ diagonals and the Fermi line,
linear part ofxR

9 (V) extends.
The evolution of the shape of theB1g peak corresponds

well to the experimental data on Tl2Ba2CuO61d ~Ref. 7! and
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d .9 In these studies the region ofxR

9 (V)
linear in V increased, the peak became broader, and
maximum position was shifted by about 0.1D0 with increas-
ing v. However, in Ref. 9, where the maximum position w
quantitatively investigated, the maximum was shifted
lower frequencies, in contrast to our results. The reason
this discrepancy will be discussed later. At the same time,
results on HgBa2Ca2Cu3O81d ~Ref. 8! show a behavior cor-
responding to our approach: with the extension of the lin
region and broadening, the maximum shifts to lower f
quencies. However, this occurs whenvkuu(0,p).vkuu(p,p) cor-
responding tot8/t.0 in the tight-binding model. One ma
conclude that in this compound, the states that have la
upku for the transitions to the Fermi line have a differe
dispersion than those in the Bi- and the Tl-based materia

~iii ! Close intensities in theB1g , B2g, andA1g polariza-
tions observed experimentally can be achieved at the r
nance near the BZ diagonals. TheA1g intensity is expected
to be smaller than theB1g one due to the screening, whic
suppresses theA1g response up to an order of magnitud
TheB2g scattering is diminished sincegk

B2g(v)50 at the BZ
boundaries, where the density of states for the pair-break
excitations is maximal. Due to the resonance, the peak in
sities can get closer. For theA1g polarization the intensity is
enhanced by the anisotropy of the Raman vertex. For theB2g
polarization a large contribution of the states near the
nodes enhancesxR

9 (V). The Raman vertex can be expand
as the sum of the Fourier harmonics asgk(v)
5( lg l(v)coslf or gk(v)5( lg l(v)sin lf. If the resonance
is achieved near the high-symmetry directions (k,k) or
(k,0), the sum contains components up tol max;AW/G,
while for the resonance far from the high-symmetry lin
l max; W/G.

Now we can address the role of the lifetimeG. Analysis
of the Raman process shows that the dependence ofxR

9 (V)
on G becomes considerable if the resonance is achieved
the BZ diagonals, and the maximum position can be shif
due thek dependence ofG. Therefore, the experimentall
observed shift in the peak position to higher frequencies w
the increase inv can be due to thek dependence of the
lifetime, which was not taken into account here. Anoth
reason can be more fundamental and related to the gap m
0-3
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mum achieved not at the BZ axes but at otherk directions,
which does not contradict thedx22y2-gap symmetry. In this
caseuDku should have eight equivalent maxima.

We assumed above that the pair-breaking process is a
jor contribution to theA1g scattering, which under resona
conditions has an intensity close to that of theB1g channel.
However, this contribution might be not unique. For e
ample, the nonscreened spin fluctuations can contribut
the A1g response, shifting the observed peak position t
frequency close to that observed in the inelastic neutr
scattering experiments.31

To conclude, we calculated the dependence of the sh
and the intensity of the pair-breaking peaks in the electro
d
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Raman scattering in adx22y2-gap superconductor on the ex
citing light frequency. The position of theB1g peak is robust
with respect to the photon frequency with a possible shift
the order of 0.1D0. The experimentally observed close inte
sities in theA1g , B1g , andB2g channels hint on the inter
band resonance achieved near the gap nodes. The syste
studies of the resonant dependences in the absolute valu
the intensities are crucially desired in this field.
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